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Optimised ARG based Group Activity Recognition for Video
Understanding
Pranjal Kumar*

Abstract In this paper, we propose a robust video understanding model for activity recognition by learning
the actor’s pair-wise correlations and relational reasoning, exploiting spatial and temporal information . In order to measure the similarity between the pair appearances and construct an actor relations map, the Zero
Mean Normalized Cross-Correlation (ZNCC) and the
Zero Mean Sum of Absolute Differences(ZSAD) are proposed to allow the Graph Convolution Network (GCN)
to learn how to distinguish group actions. We recommend that MNASNet be used as the backbone to retrieve features. Experiments shows 38.50% and 23.7%
reduction in training time in 2-stage training process
along with 1.52% improvement in accuracy against traditional methods.
Keywords group activity recognition · graph convolution network · video understanding · video analytics ·
activity recognition
1 Introduction
Precise video understanding involves consideration of
links between actors, objects and their surroundings,
often over long time periods. One reason why video
comprehension is so difficult is because it requires an
understanding of the interactions between actors, objects and other contexts on the scene. Moreover, these
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interactions cannot always be seen from a single frame,
and therefore require reasoning over long periods of
time. As such, some of them only model spatial relationships between actors and objects, but not the evolution of those interactions with time. Alternative approaches model long-range time interactions[1], but do
not capture and do not train spatial relations. Although
certain methods model spatio-temporary interactions
between objects[2, 3], further supervision is required for
their explicit representations of objects. Early works
in this field included modelling human-object interaction[4, 5], various objects[6], and human actions/scenes
context relations[7, 8]. Moreover, human vision has also
proven to be context dependent[9].
A major problem in video understanding is recognition
of human action and recognition of group activities[10].
The techniques of action and activity recognition have
been widely used, for example in the fields of social
behavior understanding, sport video analysis and video
monitoring. It is important to better understand a video
scene with several people and to understand the action
and collective activity of all individuals. The group activity recognition based on the Actor Relation Graph
(ARG) is the state-of-the-art model that aims to capture the appearance and position of the actors in the
scene, and to identify the action and the group activity[10]. Z Kuang et al.[11](2020) further attempted to
improve the functioning of the ARG module. However,
real-time aspect of video understanding was not considered (e.g., noise, abrupt illumination changes, large
pixel differences.)
In this paper, we suggest several ways to improve the
functionality and efficiency of the Actor Relation Graph
model in order to improve video understanding not only
to be tested on available dataset but also considering
the real world aspect of it. We use MNASNet[12] in the
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CNN layer to increase the performance of human action
and group activity recognition. With 78ms of latency
on a pixel-phone, MnasNet achieves 75.2% top- 1 precision, 1.8 times faster than MobileNetV2[13] with an
increase of 0.5% and 2.3 times faster than NASNet[14]
with a higher accuracy of 1.2%. Our experimental results show that optimised ARG is able to achieve superior performance compared to all previous approaches.
Main contribution of the proposed methodology is summarized below:
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optimise the HOI detection. Firstly, the proposal of interaction was predefined on the basis of human priors.
UnionDet[38], for example, defines the proposal for interactions as a union box for human and object boxes.
As an interaction point, the central point from the human to the object is used by PPDM[37].
2.3 Group Activity Recognition

Group recognition of activity is a major problem for
the understanding of video[40, 18, 41, 42] and has a wide
variety of practical applications, such as monitoring,
sports video and social competencies. The model must
not only outline the individual ongoing actions in the
scene, but also takes into account for their collective
activity to understand the scene of multiple individuals. For understanding multiple persons’ group activities the ability to capture correctly the corresponding
2 Related Work
relationships among actors and conduct relation reasoning is crucial[43–47]. The relationship between ac2.1 Action Recognition
tors from other aspects, including looks and relative
location, is expected to be deduced. Therefore, when
In earlier works, hand-crafted attributes for encoding
designing effective profound models for group activity
information from motion were used[15, 16]. Advances
understanding, these two important indications are necin deep learning saw first the repurposes of video ”two
stream” networks of 2D image-convolutionary neural net- essary.
works (CNNs)[17, 18], and then the space-time 3D CNN[19– Recent methods of deep learning have demonstrated
promising results on the recognition of group activi22]. These architectures, however, concentrate on exties in videos[48, 49]. These methods usually follow a twotracting broad features, video-based features and are
stage pipeline of recognition. Zijian et al. has pronot suitable for studying fine grain relationships. Graph
posed to use MobileNet to extract features from each
neural network (GNN), by modelling them as nodes in
video frame[11]. First, a convolutionary neural network
a directed, undirected graph, explicitly models the inis used to extract personal features (CNN). A global
teraction between entities[23–25] through a neighbourmodule is then designed to add these representations
hood defined in each node. Each feature maps element
to provide a scene level functionality. The relationship
in each function is a node, and all nodes are fully conbetween these actors is modelled by existing methods
nected. The self-attention [26] and non-local operators
with a rigid graphical model [46] whose structure is pre[27] are also considered GNNs. Such models have been
determined manually, or by using a complex but uninoutstanding in several processing tasks for the natural
tuitive message passing mechanism[50, 49].
language and informatics, inspiring numerous follow-up
methods[28–32].
– We propose to incorporate MNASNet for significant
reduction in training time while maintaining similar
accuracy .
– Our method leverages ZNCC and ZSAD template
matching algorithms in order to improve the accuracy for group activity recognition.

2.2 Human Object Interaction

2.4 Actor Relation Graphs for Group Activity
Recognition

The objective of Human Object Interaction (HOI) detection is to locate humans and objects and to recognise
their interactions. Previous studies[33–38] show promising results of HOI sensing by decoupling it into the detection and classification of objects. In particular, the
results of human and object detection first come from
an object detector pre-trained, and then a pair of combined proposals for human objects interaction classification. In recent approaches[39, 38, 37], a substitute detection problem was introduced, which would indirectly

A major problem in video understanding is recognition
of human action and recognition of group activities[10].
J Wu et al. suggested that Actor Relational Graph
(ARG) be used to model actor-to-actor relationships
and so that group activity learning be recognized with
multiple participants[10]. The relationship between actors from a similarity to the appearance and the relative
location is determined and captured using the ARG in a
multi-person scene. When compared to the use of CNN
to extract person-level features and then add them into
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a scene-level feature, or the application of RNN to collect temporal information from densely sampled frames,
the computationally costly and flexible way of learning
with ARG is less while addressing variations in group
activity. With a video sequence with bounds for actors in the scene, the trained network can recognize
individual actions and group activity in a multiperson
scene. The network can also recognize action. ARG efficiency is improved for long range video clips by forcing
a relational connection in a local neighborhood alone
and by dropping several frames alone while maintaining the variations in training sample data and minimizing the risk of overfitting. Initially, the features of the
actors will be extracted from the provided bounding
boxes by model CNN and RoIAlign[51]. After the feature vectors of actors in the scene have been obtained,
several graphs are created to represent the diverse information of the same set of actors. Finally, the GCN is
designed to perform learning in order to identify the actions and activities of individual groups based on ARG.
The pooled ARG applies respectively to two classifiers
used for each action and group recognition activity. The
representation in scene-level is generated by maxpooling individual actors, that later use them for classification of groups of activities.

3 Methodology
J. Wu et al. has shown that in each frame, the ARG
can represent the graphical structure of the information in pairs between the pairs of actors, and use the
related information to understand group activity[10].
Both features of appearance and position information
are used to construct the ARG to better understand
the relation between two actors. The value of the relationship is defined as a composite function fa which
indicates the relationship of appearance, and fs indicates position relationship. xia and xaj refers to the appearance features of the actor i and actor j while xis
and xsj refers to the location features (the center of the
bounding box of each actor) of the actor i and actor j.
Function h combines appearance along with position to
scalar weight[10].

3

3.1 Appearance Relation
The Embedded Dot-Product is used in J Wu’s paper to
calculate the similitude between the appearance features of both actors (the image within each actor’s
boundary box) in the space where they are embedded[10]: The following is the corresponding function:
fa xai , xaj =

θ (xia)T φ xaj
√
dk

(3)

Both θ and φ are functions utilizing Wx + b, where
W nad b are learnable weights. The learned changes
with respect to the original features can better comprise the correlation among two actors in a subspatial
environment. Two other methods for appearance calculation are: Zero Mean Normalized Cross-Correlation
(ZNCC) and Zero Mean Sum of Absolute Differences
(ZSAD).
The NCC and ZNCC are easy to assess because they
range from 1 to 1 (respectively the worst and best matching). As such, different attempts of correspondence can
be compared. But the calculation can be dominated by
large pixel differences. In the lighting changes, it is expected that ZNCC will perform better than NCC[52].
The advantage of the normalized cross-relation is that
it is less sensitive to linear changes in the illumination
amplitude of the two comparative images and can be
written in the following way[51]:
ϕxiaxaj (t)

ϕI a a (t) =
xi xj

(4)

ϕxaxa (0)ϕxaxa (0)
i

i

j

j

The quantity ϕIxa xa (t) vary between −1 to 1. The
i j
value of the NCC can help us better understand the
relationship of appearance between the two actors. Another method we evaluate in order to calculate the relationship of appearance of ARG is the sum of absolute
differences (SAD). By calculating the amount of absolute difference between the matrix components as the
formula, the SAD computes the distance between two
matrices:
n

Gij = h fa xai , xaj , fs xsi, xsj

(1)

The normalisation of every actor node with SoftMax
function is further adopted in order to ensure that the
sum of all values corresponding to each actor node is
always one[10]:
Gij = N

fs xsi, xsj exp fa xia, xaj
j=1

f s xsi, xsj exp f a xai , xja

(2)

SAD xia, xaj =

xaik − xajk

(5)

k

SAD is stronger against extreme data values, making it robust when comparing appearance characteristics and better capturing the relationship between appearances. ZSAD algorithm uses about 30 % more hardware than SAD, but it is preferred to prevent the random distortion of non-ideal stereo cameras[53].
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3.2 Position Relation
Furthermore, spatial structural information is considered to better capture the relationship between actors.
To obtain signals from entities not remotely distant, a
distancing mask has been applied. As relation is crucial
to the understanding of group activities in a local context in comparison to the global relationship, an evaluation of Euclidean distance Gij between two actors is
taken as follows[10]:
fs xsi , xsj = I d xsi, xsj ≤ µ

(6)

Where I(·)is the indicator function and d xs, xs i j
evaluates the Euclidean distance between the center coordinates of two actor’s bounding boxes, µ is a distance
threshold.

4 Proposed Method
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from surveillance ). In terms of light change, ZNCC is
expected to perform better than NCC[52]. ZSAD algorithm uses about 30 % more hardware than SAD, but
it is preferred to prevent the random distortion of nonideal stereo cameras[53]. In order to give our model a
more visualized result we also use a visualization model
to display every video frame with bounding boxes[11]
on each human object. Fig 1 shows the output examples.
5 Results & Discussion
5.1 Implementation Details
The minibatch size is 16, the learning rate is 0.0001 and
we train our network through 100 epochs. The single action weight loss λ = 1 is used. The GCN parameters are
determined as dk = 256, ds = 32, and the distance mask
threshold µ is adopted as 1/2 of the image width. The
default CNN network backbone for function extraction
is set to Inception-v3, and an embedded dot-product is
the default appearances relating function. The PyTorch
framework and individual instance of Tesla K80 GPU
are the basis for our implementation.

We propose to use an optimised model based on the
Actor relations graph, which focuses on recognition of
group activity.
Firstly, the model extracts the actor from sampled
video frames with CNN and RoIAlign bounding boxes[54].
It then builds a N by d feature matrix with a d dimen5.2 Experiments
sional vector to represent each bounding box of the actor and N to present the number of video frame bound– Experiment 1: Evaluation with different backbone
ing boxes. The graphs of the actor relation are then
networks
constructed to capture the appearance and position of
In this section we conduct extensive studies on the
each actor in the scene. The model will then analyze
dataset of the collective activities, in order to unfrom the ARG the relations of each actor using Graph
derstand the modeling relationship of the proposed
Convolutional Networks (GCN). Finally, two distinct
backbone network using group activity prediction
classifiers aggregate and utilize the original and relaprecision as the assessment metric. Table 1 presents
tional features to carry out actions and recognition of
the results of the experiments.
group activities. As the study focuses mainly on the
recognition of group activities.
Although high accuracy predictions of group activities
Table 1 Group Activity Prediction from Two Backbone Netcan be made using the ARG model. Some areas for
works
improvement still exist. We proposed to use MNASBackbone NetworkStageTime(seconds)Accuracy
Net for extracting image characteristic maps in CNN
Inception-v3
1
25035
91.03%
and to calculate the pair-wise appearance similarity for
Inception-v3
2
25360
92.82%
the Actor Relation Graph by using Zero mean normalMNASNet
1
15395
88.63%
ized cross-correlation (ZNCC) and the Zero mean sum
MNASNet
2
19332
91.37%
of absolute differences (ZSAD). ZNCC enables linear
brightness differences to be tolerated. In addition, the
During our two-stage training, the ImageNet preZNCC is more robust than the NCC because of the removal of the local mean[55]. It is easy for NCC and
trained backbone network is first finalized with each
ZNCC to be evaluated as they vary between 1 and 1
of the samples randomly selected from the training.
(the worst and best matches, respectively); as such,
Then, in stage 2 the weights of the backbone netdifferent correlation efforts can also be compared. Howwork feature extraction are fixed. We continue trainever, the calculation can be dominated by large pixel
ing the GCN network and use the embedded dotproduct to calculate the appearance relationship.
differences ( e.g., sudden scene change in real-time feed
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Fig. 1
Optimized ARG-based human actions and group activity recognition

Inception v3 as a backbone network is the start of
our experiments. It takes about 6.95 hours to complete the first training stage, while about 7.04 hours
to complete the second stage. Inception v3 achieves
the group activity accuracy of 91.03% after stage
1 training. Our model delivers a higher recognition
accuracy of 92.82% with additional training of GCN
in stage 2.
We also use MNASNet as the backbone network to
increase our model speed. MNASNet is a low-weight
but efficient deep convolution neural network. The
training time for stage 1, which reduces the time
used at stage 1 by 38.50%, is 4.27 hours with MNASNet. The training time of stage 2 is 5.37 hours,
23.7% below the training time of Inceptionv3 at the
same time. However, the accuracy of activity recognition decreases slightly from 92.82% to 91.37%.
– Experiment 2: Evaluation with different appearance
relation functions
In this experiment, we analyze the performance of
the group activity recognition with different functions. The group activity recognition performance
is first trained and validated on the default Inceptionv3 backbone and the embedded dot-product for
calculating appearance-relation. We have 92.06 %
as the best result. The appearance relation function is then updated to the zero mean normalized
cross correlation (ZNCC), and the best outcome is
93.58 %. The zero mean sum of the absolute dis-

tance (ZSAD) function is further evaluated in order
to calculate appearance similarity and 94.37 % is the
best result we can achieve. Similar experimentation
is then conducted with MNASNet as backbone. In
this Experiment 2, we prove to be more accurate
in our proposed model with the ZNCC or ZSAD as
an apparence-related calculative function. Table 2
shows the results of the experiments. Fig 1 shows
the output from visualization model.
6 Ablation Study
In this section, we conduct a ablation study to understand the contributions to the relationship modelling by using the accuracy of group activity and
optimal number of graphs as an evaluation metric.
6.1 Appearance Relational Function
For the computation of appearance relation value,
we conduct the experimentation by evaluating the
ramifications of modelling the relationship between
actors in the scene and different functions. We build
a single ARG without position relationships on the
basis of a single frame. Table 2 shows the results.
First, we note that modelling the actors’ relationship explicitly improves performance substantially.
All MNASnet models exceed the basic model.
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Table 2 Group Activity Prediction on Backbone Network
Inception-v3(I) and MNASNet(M) with Different Appearance Relation Functions with time cost(in seconds).
Method
Embedded Dot-product
ZNCC
ZSAD

Time(I) Time(M)
26357
17874
25560
16386
27704
23564

Accuracy
92.06%
93.58%
93.37%

6.2 Number of Graphs
As shown in Table 3, the construction of several graphs
activate agreeing and notable progress over only building one graph and further improves its accuracy from
90.3% to 91.8%.
Table 3 Variation with total number of graphs
Number
Accuracy

1
90.3%

4
91.2%

8
91.4%

16
91.8%

32
91.7%

7 Comparative Study with State of The Art
In this section, we provide the results our best models
with the most advanced methods. We examined our results with both Inception-v3 and MNASnet backbone
networks for a fair comparison with previous methods.We could not conduct the experimentation on the
volleyball dataset[56] due to memory constraints of the
system. We conduct a proposition-based experiment in
the meantime.
Table 4 The Collective Activity dataset comparison with
the state of the art[10]
Method
SIM[57]
stagNet (PRO)[49]
HDTM [46]
stagNet (GT)[49]
Cardinality Kernel[58]
CERN [59]
SBGAR[60]
OURS
OURS

Backbone Net.
AlexNet
VGG-16
AlexNet
VGG-16
n/a
VGG-16
Inception-v3
MNASNet
Inception-v3

Accuracy
81.2%
87.9%
81.5%
89.1%
83.4%
87.2%
86.1%
91.3%
92.8%

Proposed method shows encouraging results over all
existing methods. Our approach with MNASNet uses
the same feature extraction strategy as[48], which is
about 2% superior in group activity recognition precision, as the relationship information between actors can
be captured and exploited by our model. This is mainly

because we explicitly model and adopt a more efficient
ZNCC and ZSAD similarity matching functions, which
is not using any hierarchical relationship networks[46]
or semantian RNN[49] as in ARG to build relationship
between actors.
The proposed model for the collective activity dataset
is further evaluated. Table 4 lists the results and comparisons with previous methods[10]. Again, with 91.3 %
group activity recognition accuracy our model achieves
state of the art performance. The efficiency and generality of the proposed method are demonstrated by these
outstanding results.
8 Conclusion & Future Work
This paper uses the model based on the actor relation
graph (ARG) for the recognition of group activity. To
enhance the performance of our model, we learn ARG
to use zero-mean normalised cross-correlation (ZNCC)
and the zero mean sum of absolute difference in the
graphs (ZSAD). We also have MNASNet as the backbone network in our proposed model to improve computational speed. In addition, extensive experiments show
that the suggested methods for improving precision and
speed on the Collective Activity dataset are robust and
effective.
In future, we would further attempt to enhance the accuracy for activity recognition by applying skeleton extraction framework (incorporating adaptive sampling
and consideration of neighbouring points) as current
ARG module use randomised sampling i.e, randomized
ARG and fine tuning MNASNet. After GCN there remains an open question as to how to fuse a group of
graphs together for better group activity recognition.
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